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Fluttering Code: A Cultural 
and Aesthetic History 
of the Split-flap Display
Shannon Mattern

There’s something cinematic about the split-flap display, 
with its thousands of tiny panels – each featuring a painted 
or silkscreened character – fluttering around a central drum. 
You can imagine one flickering in the background of an airport 
scene, in a film set in the heyday of air travel, its rotating 
letters and numbers spelling out a grammar of geographic 
possibility: Addis Ababa, Gate 6; Lima, Gate 17. We Americans 
of a certain age and location remember their anticipatory 
shiver on the transit boards in Amtrak’s Northeast Corridor 
stations. The displays’ small, moving, analog parts sounded 
out and performed time’s sifting and fluttering passage; their 
choreography triggered and metered the frantic ballet of 
harried commuters rushing about below. As reporter Sarah 
Laskow (2016) notes, split-flap boards “evoke a sense of 
anticipation …[and] reassurance – soon, that train or plane will 
take you away, and you’ll be going somewhere.” 

Over the last two decades, most public split-flaps have 
been replaced by glowing LCD screens, many of them 
installed by the same company, Solari, that pioneered the 
old-school mechanism in the 1950s, then adapted it for 
the digital age. Yet several electromechanical installations 
continue to chug along in the train stations and airports 
of Europe and Asia. And a few new boards have appeared 
– bespoke displays created for restaurants and museums, 
for the offices of nostalgic tech companies and the homes 
of wealthy private collectors. New split-flap start-ups have 
appeared, too: Vestaboard exhibits information from your 
Twitter, Slack, or Google Calendar accounts; configures its 
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flaps into multihued geometric patterns; and responds to verbal 
commands from a voice assistant. This next-generation split-
flap networks our personal devices and personal data to public 
displays. Several artists have adopted the split-flap, too, exploring 
the materiality of code, and its capacity to produce productive 
and pleasurable inefficiencies, in an age of flat screens and 
algorithmic immediacy. Across these applications, historical 
and contemporary, we see that the split-flap constitutes an 
adaptable design system – one that extends long traditions of 
public reading, while also broadcasting messages and embodying 
operational logics germane to the computational age. 

Electromechanical Echoes
In 1903, when many railway stations used chalkboards and 
bulletin boards – and even “men or phonographs” – to call out 
arrivals and departures, New Yorker Eugene Fitch patented 
a cylindrical glass clock, lantern-like in form, that featured 
“indicating-plates… pivotally mounted upon a rotating part.” 
(Blake & Jackson, 1917; Fitch, 1903; Mackey, n.d.) His Plato clock 
– named after its metal plates, not the philosopher – inspired 
a host of consumer flip-clock designs throughout the 20th 
century. Meanwhile, Solari, the “Old and Awarded Tower Clock 
Company,” had been making, well, tower clocks amidst the 
dolomite mountains in Pesariis, Italy, since 1725. These large 
public audiovisual interfaces served to orient and synchronize 
entire neighborhoods and towns. In 1948, two of the six Solari 
brothers, Fermo and Remigio, built a new factory in Udine, 
where Remigio began experimenting with the flap unit. Over 
the next decades, Solari Udine, in collaboration with designers 
Gino Valle, Michele Provinciali, and Massimo Vignelli, produced 
its own selection of award-winning table-top flip clocks: 
the Cifra, Emera, and Dator, all of which became coveted 
collectors’ items.1 (Delavan, 2016; “History,” n.d.; “Manuals,” n.d.; 
“Time Keeper,” n.d.) The Cifra 3 was acquired by the Museum of 
Modern Art and, in 2015, put back into production.  

As Solari’s first clock, the Cifra 5, appeared in 1956, the 
company was also implementing the split-flap on a much 
larger scale – which seems fitting, given their familiarity with 
grand public timepieces. Amelio Candussio, a Solari Product 
Specialist stationed in Long Island City, New York, told us that 
the company fielded a request from a Belgian train system 
to install a transit information display system – featuring 
destinations, tracks, and times – in the Liège-Guillemins 
Railway Station. (Candussio, 2019) And that’s where the 
public flip-board began its multi-decade journey, ultimately 
appearing in countless railway stations and airports around 
the globe and compelling new modes of “public reading.” 
(Fritzsche, 2009; Henkin, 1998).  Along the way, Solari was 
joined by a few competitors: Conrac, Omega, Bodet, and 
Pragotron. (Bodet, 1974; Lagasse and Geissler, 1973) 

The split-flap’s spread coincided with the so-called “golden 
age” of commercial air travel, and Solari boards hung in two 
of its temples: Eero Saarinen’s TWA terminal at JFK Airport in 
New York, and his Dulles International Airport in Washington, 
D.C. Another boon was the 1971 emergence of Amtrak, which 
sought to revive American rail travel and refresh stations long 
neglected by their former private owners. “There had been so 
little investment that many stations still relied on chalkboards 
to list their arrivals and departures,” design critic Inga Saffron 
reports. Amtrak – and other national and regional rail systems 
– often replaced their existing signage with “modern and mod” 
Solari boards, which “changed the way time is presented.” 
(Saffron, 2018) Thus, while more and more passengers were 
crossing continents and circumnavigating the globe at record 
speeds, a geophysical rendering of time – via the traditional 
round clock face – made way for flickering lines of code. Code 
and encryption were crucial to the Cold War context from 
which the split-flap arose – and data processing was becoming 
ever more central to the expanding realm of global logistics. 
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Candussio told us that Solari’s boards also lived – or, in 
some cases, still live – in the Barcelona stock exchange, at a 
Macau ferry terminal, in a courthouse in Naples, at the dog 
races in Hong Kong, at a university basketball arena, and in 
movie theaters throughout Italy and South Africa.2 In each 
case, the audio-visual flutter signaled an urgent information 
update: a new stock price, a new score, a new case in the 
courtroom down the hall. In 1973, Solari made three huge 
boards for the Philadelphia convention center, but then 
couldn’t fit them through the doors. Candussio isn’t sure what 
happened to them. Split-flap displays from a variety of makers 
also appeared on election night news specials, and on 1970s 
and 80s game shows like Family Feud.

Today, a few stations and terminals still house functional 
installations. Secaucus, New Jersey, maintains a collection of 
boards, each a different color, corresponding to the various 
lines of the New Jersey Transit system. (Candussio, 2019) 

The Trenton and Atlantic City rail stations – and the 
Jacksonville, FL, airport – have working Solari boards, too. Yet 
maintenance of the old electromechanical devices has proven 
a challenge. As the company explains, a flap unit “consists of a 
stepper motor, which drives a flap drum and a control system 
with integrated electronic sensors,” all of which is handled 
by a main controller. (Solari Udine) Each part represents a 
vulnerability. “Even if we normally maintain these kinds of 
boards for 20 or 30 years,” Candussio told us, “there are some 
cases where some components are no [longer] available.” 

That hasn’t stopped the station managers in Łódź, Poland, 
which has built up a local economy to keep its split-flap 
display spinning. The system runs on punch cards made by a 
local printer, and the punching pliers, which are in heavy use, 
require replacement pins made by a local locksmith. Parts 
of the card reader wear out regularly, too, and the assembly 
requires regular dusting. “It’s an electromechanical signaling 
system managed and updated by human operators,” Donald 
Papp (2016) writes (see also Tyszecki, 2016).

LCD Logistics
Rather than kludging together salvaged parts to maintain a 
functional system, most stations opt instead for an upgrade 
to newer display technologies. Solari adapted its split-flap 
for LED/LCD and electromagnetic “flip-dot” displays. The 
old electromechanical sign in Philadelphia’s Penn Station, 
Amtrak’s last survivor, was “controlled by computers running 
Windows 95 and has been known to fail for months at a 
time.” (“30th Street Station,” 2019; Rinde, 2018) The new 
board, installed in January 2019, promises to facilitate future 
tech upgrades, comply with the Americans with Disabilities 
Act, and modernize the station. While the old split-flap now 
resides at the Railroad Museum of Pennsylvania in Lancaster 
County, the new board streams listings across a triptych of 
conjoined LCD screens. The seams between those screens 
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introduce small misalignments in the text (which, again, seems 
fitting, given the errancy of American train travel), but there’s 
also a space at the bottom of the board that allows for live 
transcription of announcements read over the public-address 
system. Typographic glitches seem a small price to pay for 
increased accessibility. 

New Haven replaced its split-flap in 2014. And New 
York’s Penn Station, which had installed a digital homage 
to the split-flap in the early 2000s, abandoned the analog 
pretense and adopted a constellation of glaring LCDs in 
2016. (Blakemore, 2016) As Amtrak (2017) explained, the new 
Passenger Information Display System (PIDS) consists of two 
large screens installed at both ends of the concourse, and 38 
additional monitors distributed throughout the station, which 
serve to “draw traffic away from the center of the room.” While 
such a topology promises decreased congestion and smoother 
passenger flows, it also sacrifices a communal focal point and a 
synchronizing rhythm – what Saffron calls a “spinning, clacking, 
pre-digital hearth.” We used to meet traveling companions 
“under the board.” 

And, as Saffron (2018) recalls, we also waited for the “satisfying 
clickety-clack of the flaps, which echo the clickety-clack of the 
trains as they race along the tracks. The mechanical board [was] 
the physical manifestation of motion.” Now, the LCDs’ digital 
motion – the screen refresh, the chromatic flip of a pixel – is 
too fast for the human eye to discern. There’s no cue or “push 
notification” for the arrival of a new datum: a newly assigned 
track number or updated departure time. And without that 
audio-visual flutter, that call to attention, we don’t know when 
to look up – so we stare at the screen, waiting for something 
to happen, just as we stare at the hundreds of other glowing 
rectangles that populate our public and private environments.3

This electromechanical-to-digital transition extends 
beyond the “big boards” in urban central stations. Solari has 
also provided all the digital countdown clocks throughout the 

New York City subways; the kiosks at Metro North stations; 
and all of the Long Island Railroad’s digital transit signage 
in Penn Station, Jamaica Station in Queens, and Atlantic 
Terminal in Brooklyn. These new signs are typically bright 
and clean and flat and silent, their high-resolution graphics 
suggesting a degree of accuracy and efficiency that rickety 
20th-century transit infrastructure can’t always deliver. Thus, 
we still perch at the edge of the platform, peering down the 
tunnel, waiting for a glimpse of oncoming headlights – a old-
school analog signaling system.

Commuters longing for the boards’ haptic flutter can visit a 
website that allows them to recreate the sights and sounds of a 
split-flap sign displaying real-time information from any Amtrak 
station.4 Solari found that several clients sought to integrate 
similarly nostalgic simulation in their replacement displays. 
Newark’s board – a video wall composed of 16 monitors – is 
a digital split-flap replica, complete with clickety-clacking 
sound effects. Boston’s digital sign, installed in 2004, emits a 
sonic flutter, too. These skeuomorphic displays, which digitally 
reference their analog precedents, allow for both the promised 
efficiencies and precision of 21st-century data management, 
while also gesturing toward the haptic engagement and 
charisma of the beloved 20th-century interface. 

Mechanical Flaps in an Algorithmic Age
Solari is still making split-flaps, Candussio told us – but 
only for “special cases,” for which they offer “complete 
customization.” Clients can choose small, medium, or large 
mechanisms with 40, 60, or 80 flaps in plastic or aluminum, 
printed in an array of typefaces, and arranged in varying 
numbers of rows and columns. As developer Tyler Morse was 
transforming Saarinen’s 1962 TWA Terminal into the TWA 
Hotel, he turned to Solari to create two new split-flap displays 
for the lobby and lounge. The hotel opened in 2019, inciting 
quite a nostalgic flutter. Solari has also created boards for the 
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San Francisco Ferry Building, and for Starbucks in Milan: 13 
lines and 64 columns of letters in a custom green, spelling out 
menu items and special promotions. (“Starbucks Open,” 2018) 
Custom split-flaps also appear in the National World War II 
Museum in New Orleans, in breweries and restaurants, at the 
Winter 2018-19 Fendi runway show at Milan Fashion Week, 
and at the Literaturmuseum in Marbach am Necker, Germany, 
where the board, designed in collaboration with writer Hans 
Magnus Enzensberger, serves as a “poesieautomat” – an 
automatic poetry generator. (de Vries, 2010) Split-flap start-
up Oat Foundry, meanwhile, created a custom board for 
the Grow with Google digital skills training center in New 
York, where the display serves pedagogical and marketing 
purposes – it renders digital technologies mechanically 
comprehensible and cultivates a relatable physical character 
for the brand – while it also, according to its creators, “adds an 
element of magic to information.” 

Information’s magic – or its opposite: demystification. 
These are among the concerns of contemporary artists 
deploying split-flap technology to comment on digital culture, 
global transit, and public communication. (Laskow, 2016) In 
its early days, the split-flap embodied the operative logics 
of an emerging computational era, the rhetorics of Cold War 
code, and the mechanics and affect of new means of global 
travel. Today, as many artists demonstrate, that same split-flap 
technology reminds us of digital technology’s materiality – its 
composition of bits and packets, the electronic routes and 
physical geographies those units traverse, and the various 
temporalities inherent in computation. 

In order to understand how these repurposed displays 
function, we can draw from decades of criticism and 
scholarship on digital textuality, electronic literature, 
installation art, and public screens; this work urges us to attend 
to the installations’ materiality, operational logics, sensorial 

registers, and physical contexts, while also examining the 
flaps’ textual content through close reading and critical 
interpretation. The work of N. Katherine Hayles (2008), Rita 
Raley (2009a, 2009b), Roberto Simanowski (2011), and others, 
also reminds us that most split-flap artists are engaging with 
critical concepts and aesthetic conceits common within 
digital art and poetics – yet the specificity of the medium, the 
fluttering display, here adds a distinctive spin. 

Some split-flap artworks aim simply to display digital 
content in new contexts.5 At the 2019 South by Southwest 
festival, artist Naho Matsuda installed EVERY THING EVERY 
TIME, a split-flap display that drew from roughly 200 data 
feeds: festival schedules, logistical information for nearby 
businesses, local weather, public service notices, global 
commodity prices, President Trump’s Twitter feed, random 
statistics, and a variety of other sources. As Chris Ip (2019) 
proposes in Engadget, Matsuda’s “algorithmic poetry” 
represents everything the “smart city could potentially see” – 
from civic message boards to official alert systems to Internet-
of-Things-linked devices. Such a volume of information 
isn’t humanly processable, yet Matsuda makes it material, 
empirical, and legible by sampling from the data-stream, 
revealing individual characters at an “annoyingly slow” pace, 
and then erasing each poem seconds after it was complete. 
“The ephemerality focuses your attention on it,” Ip says. 
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LAb(au)’s Signal to Noise (2010) also engages with 
fleetingness and algorithmic meaning-making. The artists 
created a cyclorama-like installation consisting of four rows 
of stripped-down flap modules salvaged from a Belgian train 
station. As those modules spin at variable speeds through 
random characters, the sheer volume of mechanical operations 
and computational processing is rendered palpably audible. 
When an algorithm detects that an English word of three or 
more letters has appeared on adjacent modules – a signal 
amidst all the noise – those flaps hold their position for a few 
beats. (Frank, 2013; LAb[au] (n.d.)) The piece implicitly questions 
the logics and methods of massive data collection, and it 
highlights the labor and energy required for its processing. 
Signal to Noise’s limited reading public – a self-selecting group 
in a gallery – reads signals on two levels: in waiting to crack the 
occasional intelligible code, visitors hear and feel the electrical 
signals that generate it. 

Marco de Mutiis further atomizes bits of information in his 
Arrivals (2012-13), a site-specific installation hosted at Videotage, 
a new media art center near the old Kai Tak airport site in Hong 
Kong. In piecing together archival records and locals’ memories 
of the old Hong Kong International Airport, de Mutiis realized 
that he had created a “database of fragments,” demonstrating 
that “meaning … is unavoidably lost in time, unreachable, 

corrupted by our imperfect memories.” To manifest that 
incomplete history, he acquired the old Solari board from the 
Verona train station, had it shipped to Hong Kong, broke it 
apart into its individual flap modules, and distributed those 
modules throughout the Videotage space. Dangling from the 
ceiling and crawling across the walls, the modules were tied 
together via messy tangles of bright red wire. Arrivals embodies 
the distribution and convergence of material networks, as well 
as the dissolution and collaging of memories. And the clacking 
of its split-flaps seems to function as a foreboding metronome, 
counting down the potential (or eventual) erasure of our 
recollections and repositories.6 (de Mutiis, n.d.1; n.d.2)

A variety of other split-flap projects explore themes 
of movement and migration. Atlanta’s Lucky Penny dance 
company commissioned a custom split-flap board for their 
“Dearly Departures” performance (2014), in which dancers 
occasionally mimic the machine’s movements, reminding 
us of how sensing machines continually surveil and dissect 
our movements, and they highlight those aspects of our 
organic physiology that defy computational modeling.7 
George Sánchez-Calderón’s The Family of Man (2010) deploys 
Boston’s old Solari board. Its wall of flaps flip in militaristic 
synchrony through an array of possible destinations, 
ultimately settling on “Providence”: all trains lead to God, yet 
all, paradoxically, depart at 6:66 – an impossibly fraught time. 
The board then offers a lineup of our contemporary deities: a 
list of 43 financial institutions. Shilpa Gupta’s 24:00:01 (2010-12) 
uses a modest, single-row split-flap to unfurl a narrative about 
travel and belonging, security and national identity. Writing 
in the first-person singular – “I look out and wait for the train 
to go by” – while incorporating misspellings, omissions, and 
irregular spacing, Gupta transforms a medium typically used 
to broadcast objective logistical information into a poignant 
personal travel diary. 24:00:01 makes personal time public – 
like a personal split-flap alarm clock scaled up to a clocktower. 
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Other installations exploit the pacing and publicness of 
the board to facilitate communal composition and collective 
storytelling.8 Artist Janet Zweig collaborated with over 100 
Milwaukeeans to create short, quotidian films – workers 
climbing ladders and descending into manholes, neighbors 
shoveling show – which were then adapted for a split-flap-
based public art installation. The artist created five kiosks that 
were affixed to lamp posts downtown; those kiosks contained 
several viewing windows, each hosting a Solari mechanism that 
offered an intimate view of a flip-book animation. Pedestrian 
Dramas (2011) scaled-down the public display technology 
for semi-private consumption in public places. (Carter, 2011; 
Schumacher, 2009) It also offered a media-history lesson, 
evoking the material and mechanical foundations of animation, 
moving pictures, and digital media forms.9

Finally, some split-flap artists eschew narrative and 
semantics – they reject the tools’ historical purpose of 
conveying timely information – and instead use the mechanism 
to center the act of perception, or to perform the passage of 
time. For Automated Colour Field (2011), Rebecca Baumann 
took 100 flip-clocks and replaced their numbered flaps with 
colored cards, which arrange themselves into new chromatic 
configurations every minute. Similarly, Peter Wegner’s split-
flap installation Monument to Change as It Changes (2011) is 
composed, according to the artist, of “steel, polycarbonate, 
and time.” It consists of 2,048 colored flaps that, every eight 
hours, flip through an array of unique chromatic patterns. Just 
as Mutiis deployed split-flap boards as mnemonic or archival 
devices, and as the 18th-century Solari timepieces served 
as local landmarks, Wegner uses his board as a monument: 
“Usually, monuments commemorate past events… But what if 
a monument instead commemorated the process of change?” 
(“Monument to Change,” 2011; Wegner, 2011) 

Perhaps this is precisely what the split-flap display 
was always meant to be: an embodiment of, a monument 
to, continual change. Yet its change isn’t one of seamless 
digital transition – the gradual fades and automatic updates 
we see on today’s LCD screens. The split-flap wears out; 
its mechanisms atrophy and require maintenance or 
replacement. The software and data sets feeding it content 
need repair and cleaning. Those artists who’ve chosen the 
split-flap as their medium often evoke this glitchy fragility 
– and they remind us that such precarity isn’t unique to 
outmoded 20th-century electromechanical technologies. It’s 
endemic to today’s digital tools, too. Our liquid displays and 
artificially intelligent agents and connected devices are also 
building on assemblages of fragile material technologies. 

What’s more, these split-flap artists reinterpret mobility 
for a digital age. Whereas early transit boards, through their 
form and content, signaled movement and symbolized the 
possibilities of global travel, many of today’s modified displays 
reference the movement of pixels and the mechanical filtering 
of data. Their clicketyclack, which once echoed trains coming 
down the track, today underscores the sounds of planetary 
computation: those endless rows of whirring servers that 
make it possible for us to book a plane ticket, send an email, or 
feed real-time data to a Solari board reborn. 

The mechanical multisensoriality of the Solari split-flap 
also signals the persistence of a particular kind of haptic 
public reading that we find evidenced in ancient public 
oratory and architectural inscriptions, in the new mass 
publications hawked on street corners and posted on public 
kiosks in the 19th century, and in the open-air book markets 
of many contemporary cities. (See Mattern, 2017) Public 
literacy has long been dynamic and embodied. It has oriented 
the public’s gaze, directed its movement, underscored 
its rhythms. Solari, as its name implies, illuminates the 
importance of these public texts. 
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1 The Cifra 5 clock, designed by Gino 
Valle, won the Compasso d’Oro award 
at the Milan International Furniture 
Fair, and the Cifra 3, which Valle 
designed in 1965, was acquired by the 
Museum of Modern Art.”
2 The company also created a display 
for a “very rich man” in upstate New 
York, who has used the board to 
announce guests as they arrive at 
his social events; Candussio and his 
colleagues recently visited to make 
some repairs.
3 As technologists Adrian McEwen 
and Hakim Cassimally (2013) explain in 
their guide to Designing the Internet 
of Things, technologies’ “noisy ‘side 
effects’ are something that we should 
… be way of losing with a move to 
‘better technology.’” Without the 
clacking of a split-flap, “passengers 
waiting in a station terminal must 
stare endlessly up at the display, 
waiting for their train to be announced, 
rather than attending to other tasks 
and checking the departure board only 
when a change occurs.”

4 Amtrak Station Status Boards: 
http://dixielandsoftware.net/
Amtrak/solari/.
5 Artist duo Thomson & Craighead 
experimented with similar 
applications over a decade ago: 
BEACON displayed live web 
searches from around the world 
on three platforms: a website, 
automatedbeacon.net, born in 2005; 
a live data projection, launched 
in 2006; and a split-flap display, 
installed at the British Film Institute 
in 2007. Solari created the display, 
which streamed searches at a much 
slower pace than on the other 
platforms – one per minute – thus 
perhaps encouraging a close reading 
of these strings of terms, which 
ultimately constitute a diagnostic 
language: studying others’ searches 
allows us to reflect on our collective 
information-seeking logics and 
interests, our desires and fears. (see 
Cohen, 2017; Moss, 2008).

6 Like de Mutiis’s Arrrivals, Cheryl 
Sim’s YMX: Migration, Land, and 
Loss after Mirabel (2017) eulogizes 
a lost airport, the Montréal-Mirabel 
International Airport, and recounts 
tales of displacement and forced 
migration that took place there. 
The installation’s two bright yellow 
Solari displays, which once lived at 
YMX, “mutter to one another about 
land, policy, resistance, home, flight, 
and politics.” (See Evering, 2017; 
“Solari Schematics,” 2017). Concordia 
University’s Matt Soar, director of 
the Montréal Signs Project, collects 
Solari boards and procured those 
used in Sim’s exhibition. terms, 
which ultimately constitute a 
diagnostic language: studying others’ 
searches allows us to reflect on our 
collective information-seeking logics 
and interests, our desires and fears. 
(see Cohen, 2017; Moss, 2008).
7 See Daniel Rozin’s Interactive 
Art -- http://www.smoothware.
com/danny/ -- and Hsin-Chien 
Huang’s The Moment We Meet 
(2013), which aims to use close-up 
portraits, rendered on a split-flap 
display, to demonstrate the spread 
of emotion and connection among 
our acquaintances and loved ones,  
and also perhaps inadvertently 
hints at the operationalization of 
facial physiognomy in 19th-century 
phrenology and today’s facial 
recognition technologies. (See 
Huang, n.d.)  

8 See The Madeira Story Generator, 
which used a Solari board at the 
local airport as “a medium for 
supporting Exquisite Corpse” – a 
compositional method wherein 
contributors add to the collective 
project in sequence, by looking 
only at what their immediate 
predecessors contributed. The 
project was designed to “revive 
storytelling practices within public 
space,” which its organizers regard as 
an integral part of Madeiran culture. 
(Jorge et. al., 2003; “MStoryG,” n.d.).
9 Similarly, Mark Rosen and Wendy 
Marvel’s and Juan Fontanive’s 
kinetic flip books remind us of the 
zoetrope, Eadweard Muybridge’s 
motion studies, and other precursors 
to animation and automation.
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